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L.J. Star Halves Sight Glass Delivery Times
over Competitors
Twinsburg, Ohio — June 4, 2009 — L.J. Star Inc., a leading supplier of sight glass products and related
equipment, announced that by producing its conventional sight glasses domestically it is able to cut delivery time
in half compared with suppliers whose sight glasses are manufactured overseas. And the company’s inventory is
50 percent larger than certain select competitors, enabling fast delivery from stock on its borosilicate fused sight
glasses.
L.J. Star’s standard delivery times for industrial and pharmaceutical sight glasses exceed those of most
competitors. L.J. Star relies on domestic manufacturing, inventory strength and superior customer service to
ensure fast delivery of sight glasses — in many cases, ship times are within 24 hours from the time the order is
placed. For a list of sight glass models for which L.J. Star offers equivalent products, visit:
www.ljstar.com/pubs/23.htm.
Further accelerating delivery is L.J. Star’s customer service staff, which has an industry-leading command of
technical requirements and documentation so that orders are processed quickly and correctly the first time.
L.J. Star’s Metaglas® is the No. 1 selling fused sight glass, proven in thousands of installations around the world.
Unlike other sight glasses, it meets stringent DIN 7079 and DIN 7080 quality standards, and it is approved for
USP Type I use.
About L.J. Star
L.J. Star Incorporated provides an extensive line of process observation equipment -- sight glasses, lights, sanitary
fittings, and level gage instrumentation. Product lines include Metaglas® Safety Sight Windows, Lumiglas®
Explosion Proof Lights and Cameras, Visual Flow Indicators, Sight Ports, Sanitary Clamps, Magnetic Level
Gages and Gage Glass. For additional information, or to request third-party documentation of standards
compliance and product performance claims, contact L.J. Star Incorporated, P.O. Box 1116, Twinsburg, OH
44087. Phone: 330-405-3040. Fax: 330-405-3070. Email: view@ljstar.com. Website: www.ljstar.com.

